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About Prescryptive
Who is Prescryptive?
Prescryptive Health is a healthcare technology
company delivering solutions that empower
consumers with the information they need
to make informed decisions about their health.
Our cloud-based Health Intelligence Platform
allows us to operate more efficiently, remove
middlemen, support local pharmacies, and
ultimately reduce costs, which are then passed
on to you in the form of lower prices.
I have questions. How can I get help?
Your pharmacist can answer many of your
questions. You can also send us questions
any time via email at
SmartPRICE@prescryptive.com
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Introducing the SmartPRICE™ savings card
What is the SmartPRICE savings card?
This savings card allows healthcare consumers
to save money on prescription drugs through
participating pharmacies. SmartPRICE was
created by Prescryptive Health, a healthcare
technology company. We contracted directly
with manufacturers and pharmacies to reduce
costs and pass those savings on to healthcare
consumers.
How do I use SmartPRICE?
Register online for free at myrx.io, confirm your
eligibility, and purchase from a participating
pharmacy at discounted prices.
Who is eligible for SmartPRICE?
Our goal is to make medications more
accessible and affordable for everyone. Due to
privacy laws, consumers must be older than 13
years of age to register for a SmartPRICE
account. In addition, consumers enrolled in
federal or state-funded healthcare programs
(e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, VA, CHAMPUS,
TRICARE, or similar programs) are not eligible
to use SmartPRICE for featured medications.

Is there a cost associated with signing up?
No. SmartPRICE is free to join and there are no
purchase requirements or fees.
How does SmartPRICE work with
my insurance?
SmartPRICE is not insurance and cannot be
combined with insurance benefits. Any
prescriptions filled using SmartPRICE do not
count toward your insurance deductible or outof-pocket maximum. You should evaluate the
cost of your medication through SmartPRICE
versus your insurance and choose the best
option for you.
Where can I use the SmartPRICE
savings card?
Participating pharmacies can be found on the
account confirmation screen. We’re always
adding more pharmacies so check back
frequently for more options.
How much will I save?
Most consumers will save up to 80% on
their prescriptions.
Where can I learn about the terms of use?
Learn more at:
https://prescryptive.com/savings-plan-terms/
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How do I find the price of my medication?
The pharmacy will provide you with the price of
your medication. The actual price you will pay
will be determined at the time of purchase and
will depend on the medication, form, dosage,
and quantity. We do not guarantee the
availability of any particular product or the
specific price of any product.

Why do I need to provide my phone number
to sign-up?
A SmartPRICE card is unique to each
user. We request your phone number to
verify your identify and keep your information
secure. Your phone number also helps you
access MyRx, a mobile portal for scheduling
other services at participating pharmacies.

Which medications have eligibility restrictions?
SmartPRICE offers savings on many
medications, both generic and brand. However,
there are some medications with age and
benefit restrictions. These include Humalog,
Humulin, Insulin Lispro, Basaglar, and Trulicity.

How does using this card help pharmacies?
Most prescription savings cards make money
by charging the pharmacy fees to fill each
prescription. Those fees can quickly add up
and make it challenging for an independent
pharmacy to continue accepting the
card. SmartPRICE is different because it was
built to support independent pharmacies by
enabling them to offer fair, competitive prices
to consumers without incurring high fees.
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